
 

Registration form participation  
partner organization 

Online conference Bits, Bricks &Behaviour: 
"week of building automation" 

 9 t/m 13 november 2020 
 

Organization/Association:________________________________________________________  
 
Contact:_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Second contact (optional):_______________________________________________________ 
 

Mailing address:__________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone number: _____________________ E-mail address: _____________________________ 
 
Order source (optional):_________________________________________________________ 
 
❑ Participates as a partner organization in the  online conference Bits, Bricks & 

Behaviour 2020:  "week of building automation" 

Participation amount:  € 3000,= (excluding VAT) 
 

➢ Logo entry & link on conference website incl. company profile page and uploading news articles 
➢ Internet banners for use in mailings and mail signature 
➢ Reception visitor list and data visitors linked to given responses during interactive program sessions 

(subject to permission for sharing) 
➢ Unlimited number of relationship cards to invite key relationships 
➢ Media attention in various expressions by media partners of the conference and by the branch 

association 
➢ Attribution in collective marketing expressions before, after and during the event 
➢ Support in marketing and communication 
➢ Ability to complete one or more programme sessions 
 

❑ We are interested in the stock exchange insurance of HBR Branche insurance, HBR 
Insurance may contact me without obligation. 

 
The undersigned participates in the online Conference Bits, Bricks & Behaviour 2020 declares that he has 
received and has taken note of the general conditions attached to this registration form and accepts the 
applicability. 
 
Return to: 
 
FHI, Federation of Technology Industries Signature 
T.a.v. Martin Hof 
Postbus 366 
3830 AK  LEUSDEN 
 
E-mail: martin.hof@fhi.nl  

mailto:martin.hof@fhi.nl


 

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR FHI (ONLINE) EVENT PARTICIPATION 

 
ARTICLE 1. PARTICIPATION, PAYMENT, CANCELLATION 
1.1 Registration for participation in the (online) event can only take place by means of the FHI registration form. 
1.2 The Dutch text of the FHI registration form and these conditions, or any other agreement between the Parties on this topic will be 

decisive. 
1.3 Participation is based on the order of receipt of registrations until the maximum number of participants is reached. 
1.4 Registrations above the set maximum are entered on a waiting list, if requested. 
1.5 The participant (exhibitor) will receive the invoice for the costs of participation 1 month before the (online) event starts. If the 

participant is charged fixed and variable costs, the invoice will be sent two weeks after the (online) event. 
1.6 The participation costs must be paid according to the payment terms stated on the invoice. If no specific terms are shown on the 

invoice, the participant shall pay within thirty (30) days of the date of invoicing. 
1.7 Cancellation of participation may only be done in writing. 'In writing' includes electronic communications. 
1.8 Up to 4 weeks before the start of the (online) event the cancellation charges are 50% of the participation amount. If cancellation is 

made after this, the full participation costs must be paid.  
 
ARTICLE 2. CHANGES TO DATE AND LOCATION, CANCELLATION (ONLINE) EVENT 
2.1 In the case of insufficient registrations FHI reserves the right to change the event location or cancel the (online) event. The 

participant will be notified accordingly at the latest four weeks before the (online) event.  
2.2 In consultation with the participants, FHI may change the date set for the (online) event, or decide that the (online) event will not go 

ahead. 
2.3 If the (online) event does not take place, the participant will receive the already paid participation costs back, unless there is a 

situation of force majeure and / or unforeseen circumstances; in which case parties will reasonably consult with each other about 
the amount of the restitution obligation. 

2.4 Under no circumstances shall FHI be liable for any damage incurred by changing or cancelling (the date) of the (online) event. 
 
ARTICLE 3. PUBLICITY 
3.1 A participant who registers for the (online) event by means of the registration form will be listed as such in communications made 

by FHI for the (online) event, for example, showing the company name on the website and list of participants. 
3.2 By registering, the exhibitor declares to agree with the attached 'visitor data base user conditions'. These conditions are meant to 

guarantee the privacy of the visitors. The visitor file (with name and address details of the company, the name of the visitor and the 
e-mail address of the visitor, and with explicit consent of the visitor) is only provided on the condition that the exhibitor agrees with 
the attached user conditions. 
 

ARTICLE 4. LIABILITY 
4.1 Goods at the event location and associated areas are at the expense and risk of the participant. 
4.2 The participant is liable for and must take out adequate insurance against any damage of whatever nature. 
4.3 The participant is liable for any damage suffered by FHI as a result of a shortcoming attributable to the participant, including the 

failure to comply (properly and in time) with any provision of these conditions and/or other regulations and instructions. The 
participant indemnifies FHI with respect to claims from third parties, including the event location. 

4.4 FHI is not liable for any damage suffered directly or indirectly by the participant, its personnel or visitors, including consequential 
damage, loss of profits and damage resulting from theft, destruction or any other cause, unless FHI can be accused of intent or gross 
negligence in this regard. 

 
ARTICLE 5. RULES OF CONDUCT 
5.1 FHI determines the layout and size of the exhibition area allocated to the participant. 
5.2 The participant is required to use the allocated exhibition area in a manner in keeping with the purpose for which it has been 

allocated. 
5.3 It is not permitted to place and distribute materials (flyers, brochures, etc.) in the catering areas, on tables, reception desks and any 

other places outside the exhibition area. 
 
Visitor database user conditions (see 3.2) 
 
General 
1. Exhibitor processes the acquired Personal data on the basis of FHI's written instructions as determined in these conditions. 

Exhibitor will not pass on personal data to other organizations, unless a legal provision requires it to be processed. In this case, the 
Exhibitor will inform FHI of this statutory provision prior to the processing and which Personal data will be shared. 

2. The processor is obligated to make the Personal data inaccessible to those persons within its organization who do not necessarily 
need access to the personal data for the performance of their work. 

3. The processor shall ensure that appropriate technical and organizational measures are taken to ensure an appropriate level of 
security. 

4. Exhibitor will not process the Personal Data outside the European Economic Area (EEA country) or in a country where an adequate 
data protection level is foreseen or have it processed without prior written permission from FHI. 

5. Exhibitor ensures that its personnel are bound by the conditions set out in these conditions. 
6. The validity of these conditions is for an indefinite period. 
7. The rights and obligations from these conditions cannot be transferred by Exhibitor to another party without the prior written 

permission of FHI. 
 
Data leak(s) 
8. Exhibitor informs FHI immediately and no later than 24 hours after Exhibitor has been notified of any breach of the security of 

Personal Data. Exhibitor makes this report to FHI: privacy@fhi.nl. 
9. Exhibitor shall report to FHI (1) at or as soon as possible after the notification referred to in paragraph 8 what the (presumed) 

cause of the data leak is, (2) what the (as yet known and / or expected) consequence of the data leak is and (3) what the proposed 
solution is. The impossibility to answer the questions referred to in this paragraph shall not affect the obligation to make the report 
referred to in paragraph 8. 

 
Requests from those involved 
10. FHI informs Exhibitor of requests from persons involved for access to, correction and / or removal of their Personal Data. 

11. Exhibitor will deal with all FHI requests for information relating to the processing of the Personal Data as quickly as possible. 

mailto:privacy@fhi.nl

